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The Designer as Jester: Design Practice in Innovation Contexts through the Lens of the Jester Model

Abstract  Designers are trained to think in new terms and along divergent lines – they explore creative ways to challenge common assumptions. Collaboration with designers offers organizations the opportunity to adopt more flexible, creative ways of innovating. This article looks at the role of the designer as analog to that of a jester, who has a unique status relative to his (or her) superior, including the ability to playfully encourage self-reflection and propose novel directions for change. We present findings from three case studies to support an analysis of the designer’s role in innovation processes as that of a jester. The designer as jester model includes creatively contending with resistance to new methods from established cultures inside organizations. Designers’ ability to deftly demonstrate their innovation competence as they shift between tasks garners them the privileged position of the jester, including an ability to speak freely and question prevailing innovation assumptions in ways that lead to creative change.
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Introduction

Organizations know they have much to learn if they want their innovation goals to be successful, especially in today’s world of shifting regulations, markets, and supplier demands. Such renewed flexibility involves critical self-reflection and a special kind of (un)learning—the acceptance that not only have old models become useless, implementing new models (that can support complexity) requires new skills, competencies, and the adoption of new perspectives. Collaborating with designers can help organizations contend with these challenges. Over the last decade, a growing number of researchers have begun to investigate the nature of design collaboration, especially how design projects can operate as catalysts enabling organizations to envisage and adopt more open innovation approaches. Collaboration with designers is different from adopting a design approach via a set of methods or tools created for non-designers, because collaborating means direct interaction between designers and non-designers in practice. Design collaborations generate a more creative approach to innovation via interaction with creative professionals, who model an ability to take different perspectives on board, for example.

In this article, we focus on the role design practitioners play in shaping innovation processes rather than how designers impact process outcomes. Designers are trained to think in new terms and along divergent lines, and this enables them to challenge assumptions about the world in creative and user-centered ways. We take the position here that user-centeredness applies not only to a design outcome, but also to design processes such as iterative cycles of rough prototyping or the overall championing of an innovation project. In collaboration, designers demonstrate how to use specialized approaches in ways that can accelerate organizations’ innovation processes and, ultimately, enhance their competitiveness.

Consider the creativity and innovation workshops that are common components of designer/non-designer collaborative innovation processes. These workshops usually take place during the early stages of the innovation process to generate ideas, assess them, and develop (product) concepts. At this stage, collaboration is not without its challenges, as businesses tend to value stability and control, while designers focus on real-world human experiences and open exploration. There is evidence that design collaboration entails a degree of ambiguity for some participants, with many projects failing to meet expectations. Also, it can be difficult to operate within contesting systems, as one system usually aims at dominating the other. In fact, it remains unclear how designers’ creative approaches influence collaborative innovation processes that involve non-designers. Scholarly studies have, to a large extent, separated the discussion about the challenges associated with collaboration from discussion of designers’ reframing practice, for example, thereby limiting insights on any correlation between the two.

This issue, however, is nothing new—part of the critical discussion around extended design practice includes an awareness that complications can arise when opposing logics collide. By way of explanation, some have pointed to designers’ lack of economic knowledge or simply defended a design practice that preserves distinct values, beliefs, and principles. From a public sector perspective, a report issued by British innovation foundation Nesta says that although designers are skilled at effecting change processes, they have weak implementation skills. And that at times, designers place immense importance upon skills acquisition by others, but do not see that they must also learn new things to collaborate effectively.

In this article, we will attempt to align the practice of the designer with...
that of a court jester—an agent of change and an eye-opener who, through play, expands the field of innovation. We argue here that designers’ jester-like strategies—which we introduce here—lie at the heart of misunderstandings and barriers that arise during collaboration, because these strategies challenge existing hierarchies and pre-established innovation approaches. We ask, “What can the lens of the jester model teach us about the designer’s role in organizational innovation processes?” More specifically

- When designers play the role of jester—eye-opener, change agent—what kinds of challenges does that create? What kinds of misunderstandings arise?
- To what degree are these barriers related to existing hierarchies and established innovation approaches?

When people think of a court jester, initially what may come to mind is the frivolity of a perennial merry-maker or a fool. Historically, however, British Court jesters were described as kind of eye openers: “... he contrives to hold a mirror to the king in which his patron can see a magnified image of his attitudes and decisions, and recognize for himself the folly in them.” The jester’s job consists largely of delivering the (sometimes painful) truth to those in power, and his or her playful mirroring of a contentious, problematic, or sensational situations subtly confronts and ridicules those involved in ways that would not be possible through direct speech. In the same way, the designer operates as an agent of truth who encourages self-reflection and a rethinking of prevailing perspectives. Our research explores the challenges related to this role across a range of organizational contexts that vary in size, amount of innovation experience, and hierarchical structure—each one at a different stage of their innovation process.

We will first provide a theoretical understanding of the concept of the designer as jester in the context of innovation collaboration. Next, we offer a brief description of our methodology, after which we present and analyze the empirical data we gathered regarding three cases, on the basis of which we develop four specific propositions for the designer as jester across different contexts.

Theoretical Background

Collaborating with Designers

Research examining the role of the designer during innovation projects typically focuses on the creativity they inspire and impart, for example through a more flexible and open approach. Some have focused on the variety of roles designers can adopt and methods they might employ, often through case studies involving collaborations with users and a variety of innovation stakeholders.  

There are three key aspects to design practice in this context that have received attention in the literature. The first is the introduction of material artifacts such as images, 3D objects, and mock-ups to foster generation of new knowledge across disciplinary boundaries. Artifacts can play a major role in sense-making, because they facilitate the generation and negotiation of different meanings. This is in line with Klaus Krippendorff and Roberto Verganti’s notion of design as a kind of meaning making, which takes place when a designer uses material artifacts to reinterpret or reimagine products and services for new contexts, users, or markets.

Secondly, research on design in innovation often focuses on the practice of reframing. Creating a different approach to a problem or innovation space through reframing is a key creative step that enables innovation teams to formulate different perspectives on a design task. During innovation projects, reframing creates a new landscape out of existing reference points, and redefines the problem.
space, which opens up new avenues towards more holistic, innovative solutions. This is often achieved either by interconnecting old situational elements with new ones, or linking facts, experiences, or contexts together in new ways.  

The third aspect of design that often receives attention in this context is critical design practice. Critical design, a term coined by Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, leads to speculative design proposals that encourage people to revise their basic assumptions about everyday consumer objects, for example. From the critical design perspective, speculative design proposals can make people think, raise awareness, expose assumptions, provoke action, spark debate, and even entertain (implicitly critical design efforts often involve the aesthetic aspect). They achieve this, for example, by highlighting social characteristics instead of technological ones.

These three areas of design practice share an emphasis on redirecting the focus in a problem situation. They also share a focus on users, and how they utilize, change, or dismiss objects and services in their everyday lives. Despite these similarities, these approaches differ considerably in terms of their scope and their intended goals. Table 1 provides an overview of the scope and goals targeted by each practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative Design Practice</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinterpretation via material artifact</td>
<td>Products and services</td>
<td>• Identify novel uses for products and services • Target new contexts, users, and markets • Create new meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reframing Innovation process</td>
<td>• Bring a different, wider, or more holistic picture into view • Create space for novel solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical design Innovation process</td>
<td>• Prompt the formation of new attitudes and perspectives on a situation • Foreground neglected elements of a design or design space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Designer as Jester Model

In history and in fiction, the jester enjoys an enormous privilege—free speech. Using wit, creativity, and a degree of audaciousness, the jester mockingly delivers frank observations and highlights the folly of those in power. As a member of the court, with no other privileges or powers than the one to freely speak, the jester need not be afraid of consequences. You may recall the well-known example of the court jester, called the Fool, in Shakespeare’s King Lear—he alone advises the monarch and provides him with honest insights. According to some, the spirit of this historical and fictional character—a loyal voice of truth and change—can also be found in the context of present day organizations. To us, designers play the role of the jesters—the agents of change who apply their skills to creatively and playfully diagnose problems, question the status quo, and propose new directions for change.

Privilege

Historically, jesters occupied a position of privilege within the English Court, for instance. They answered exclusively to the king and were therefore far freer than other court members to speak their minds and question the status quo. The jester
was granted unfettered access not only to the king’s royal residence, but to the king himself. The relationship between a jester and his (or her) patron was an ambiguous one, as “it was only in relation to his master that he was able to gain identity.” One quality that made jesters so indispensable was their frankness—a direct, honest, and therefore palatable approach to telling the (sometimes painful) truth. Often, this created a valuable link to the outside world, for example by demonstrating the universality of a particular flaw. Jesters were also provocative—they could challenge prevailing wisdom without posing a threat to authority. One way to do this was by asking pertinent yet difficult questions, but offering no answers.

**The Strategies of the Corporate Jester**

Tom McMaster, Cliff Oswick, and their respective colleagues outline four key strategies jesters inside organizations use to question the status quo and advocate for change. As officially recognized fools, jesters are able to

- induce change using creativity and humor,
- continuously reframe existing problem spaces,
- open up horizons for new ideas, and
- create entente through their likeability and the good company they provide.

**Inducing change through creativity and humor** is more than just pointing out that other possibilities exist—it means operating as the King’s corrective. Jesters used their wit to make the monarch behave differently—in some instances, more humanely. Humor creates distance from an existing situation and helps people cope with new or difficult information thanks to the cohesion it creates within a group. As scholars Tom McMaster, David Wastell, and Helle Zinner Henriksen explain, “[L]aughing together forms an immediate social bond.”

Balancing constructive criticism with humor, and basing opinions on accurate observations and theory—rather than expressing them authoritatively—are both important aspects of this jester strategy.**Continuous reframing** is an essential part of the jester’s approach to presenting harsh truths. The jester “presents an alternative reality, a different way of framing the prevailing situation.” Jester skill strategies include mastery of a variety of storytelling genres, and including references to contemporary individuals in ways that juxtapose different realities. Reframing is thus the artful composition of meaningful references able to deconstruct dominating perspectives.

**Opening up new horizons** refers to the Jester’s ability to break down the barriers of conventional attitudes. They specifically use the power of unique or eccentric accessories and props to create an alternative or novel worldview and use them to suggest ground-breaking changes to conventional identities and meanings.

**Being likeable and good company**, finally, are essential to securing the privileged position of a jester. A jester “would just have to catch the monarch’s eye and make him laugh to be assured of a job for life.” Making people laugh is often a skill associated with those considered good company, and the refreshing entertainment they provide eases tension. When jester-like qualities and strategies are applied within the context of innovation projects, specifically as part of the three key design practices associated with the early stages of innovation we described earlier, it is easy to see how design activity can become eye-opening, and how the designer as jester can become an agent of change. Figure 1 presents an overview of the possible ways that key design activities in innovation contexts can be supported by the qualities, strategies, and practices of the designer as jester.

There is a considerable range of possible relationships between the two dimensions. However, all the design principles are linked to the notion of the jester as...
privilege-holder, and the right to free speech. The table demonstrates the strong relationship between the unique role of the designer and the unique needs of innovation projects. It also underscores that design practice makes or creates change, rather than merely serving to enhance creativity. Reframing, for example, is typically associated with the early stages of innovation when creativity is needed to discern new ways forward, but it can also be seen as a strategy that aims to cast the (sometimes ugly) truth in a new light. This kind of reframing can invite, inspire, and encourage innovation stakeholders to envision new possibilities at any stage in the innovation process.

We know little about how these jester-like qualities and strategies in design practice influence the designers' role in innovation processes. For instance, what kind of behavior constitutes "good company?" How is humor and wit a necessary part of designers input in innovation processes? To date, not a single empirical study has explicitly analyzed the designer as jester-like change maker. Understanding the nature of this unique position—which extends design's role beyond its creative aspects—is even more important now, given that designers are increasingly being invited to join innovation projects taking place in the public and private sector. Hence our objective here: to explore how the jester model can increase our understanding of the role that designers play in innovation processes in a variety of organizational settings.

Research Design
This study aimed at exploring a phenomenon taking place in real-life contexts,
“when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not evident,” which led to us opting for case-oriented research. Our preliminary research results pointed to the fact that any issues that emerged would differ according to context. To explore these issues, we used problem-centered interviews with participants from three real-world cases. Problem-centered interviews focus on experiences, perceptions, and reflections related to a specific issue. This approach allowed us to keep the interviews focused on the issues while maintaining an open dialog. We gathered our empirical data during twelve problem-centered interviews with workshop participants and designers. We chose participants from a range of departments (marketing, operations, management, and so on) and involved both staff members and users.

To locate these interviewees, we first needed to identify suitable cases to study. We took a small sample of innovation cases from a variety of sectors and from them isolated a rich set of selection criteria, which we then used to find the three design collaboration cases we present in Table 2. These criteria were

- The innovation project must be organized as a process;
- The innovation process must be expected to result in entirely new products, services, or strategies;
- Designers from different domains should be involved in the innovation processes in different ways;
- Organizations conducting innovation projects should differ according to size, sector, and amount of innovation experience;
- Each project should be at a different stage of its innovation process;
- The success of the design collaboration should vary; and
- We would have privileged access to the designers and project partners.

The context of the three innovation cases largely differed, not only in terms of sectors but also in terms of innovation experience, organizational and regional contexts, and diversity of anticipated goals.

Case A saw designers inserted into the expert culture of a cultural institution. It involved five museums from larger and smaller cities in Switzerland. The cultural context particularly involved considering hierarchies between different museums (large and small) and between education, curation, and management, but it also involved an innovation culture, which mainly focused on exhibition projects, partly sub-contracted to external designers. Finally, a large portion of the participating museums where at least partly public institutions, which meant that they were required to report to government administration and new concepts or processes had to comply with official guidelines. The collaboration aimed at the generation of conversations between museum curators, management and marketing to arrive at innovation ideas and concepts.

Case B took place in a clinical context where chief physicians occupied the top tier of a steep hierarchy. However, increasing competition from other clinics generated a great need for novelty and innovation. Added to this was the fact that the clinic CEO strongly believed in an interdisciplinary approach, where everyone could contribute their expertise—an ambition that neatly coincided with a user-centered design approach. However, the designer had to accommodate a highly structured and complex workplace—including various schedules and different kinds of authority—when planning and conducting workshops. The case was located outside a small city in a region of eastern Switzerland dominated by small SMIs, agricultural interests, and farms. The collaboration aimed at building an open process to generate conversations between experts and stakeholders to approach particular service challenges associated with aging building infrastructures.
Table 2. An overview of our selected cases demonstrating how they meet the selection criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Case A</th>
<th>Case B</th>
<th>Case C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The context: the process</strong></td>
<td>Museum: Open innovation process to generate conversations between museum curators, management, and marketing to arrive at innovation ideas and concepts</td>
<td>Health care/clinic: Open process to generate conversations between experts and stakeholders to approach particular services challenges</td>
<td>Technology start-up: Emphasize cross-functional teamwork and enhance learning culture during agile innovation processes needing to reconsider initial concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New product or service development</strong></td>
<td>Challenges related to new technologies and decreased funding require novelty</td>
<td>Increasing competition from other clinics generates a great need for novelty</td>
<td>Enhance cross-functional teamwork to improve existing and develop novel technological modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Designers’ domain and role</strong></td>
<td>Two services designers; a series of five innovation workshops (March to September 2010)</td>
<td>A product designer; one year innovation project collaboration; several workshops and meetings led by the designer (August 2013 to September 2014)</td>
<td>A product designer and a service designer; two innovation workshops (March 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovation experience</strong></td>
<td>Some sector-specific experience; innovation projects geared toward creating highly innovative exhibitions</td>
<td>Limited; strict hierarchical structures shaping innovation projects</td>
<td>Innovation being part of the start-up identity; well established agile innovation culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization size</strong></td>
<td>Five museums; staff sizes ranging from 20 to roughly 250 people</td>
<td>Roughly 200 employees</td>
<td>20 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Point of innovation process</strong></td>
<td>Research phase and start of innovation development</td>
<td>Start of innovation development</td>
<td>Advanced stage of innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privileged access</strong></td>
<td>6 partners and 1 designer interviewed</td>
<td>2 partners, 1 patient, and 1 designer interviewed</td>
<td>2 partners and 1 designer interviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration success level</strong></td>
<td>High; primarily positive feedback from designer and partners</td>
<td>Medium/conditionally successful; some positive and some negative feedback from both designer and partners</td>
<td>Low/ambiguous feedback; predominantly negative from the partner interviewed, mixed feedback from the designer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case C involved collaboration with an IT-startup, which meant that innovation was part of their organizational identity. The designer was called upon in a situation where a fresh perspective was needed, as the concepts the team had developed did not deliver the desired success. Participants, even the external ones, where quite familiar with innovation approaches and the latest innovation terminology and had therefore a clear idea of appropriate innovation process steps. The partner for case C was located in central Switzerland, an area which includes start-up promotion programs and innovation parks. The aim was again to provide an open process to generate conversations between experts and stakeholders to gradually change standardized services.

Following Keith Pavitt’s description of partly overlapping innovation process phases, we focus on the initial stages of the innovation process, where ideas are generated and assessed and concepts are developed.

We recorded and subsequently transcribed the conversations that took place during the thirteen interviews. Then data was discussed with two designers (internal/external to the projects), before synthesizing the data across the separated cases.

We conducted an interpretative analysis of the data to identify limitations of the suggested analog between the role of a designer in innovation processes and that of a jester as change agent. We used a combination of within case and cross-case analyses to compare single innovation processes within different innovation projects. This technique allows for “the identification of clusters of events that demonstrate similar patterns” from which we could draw preliminary conclusions.

The criteria we used to assess the levels of success achieved during each collaboration were simple. We asked:

- Was the feedback from stakeholders and designers positive – did they express contentment with the outcomes? (yes/no)
- Was the feedback from all parties interviewed consistent? (yes/no)

We then classified the responses according to the amount and quality of any affirmative answers – those that were clearly positive or contained some critique. Out of the three projects, one we classified as successful, one as conditionally successful, and one less successful. This classification enabled us to better examine the influence of the designer as jester on the innovation process.

Findings

Table 3 presents selected statements made by respondents from the three cases reflecting key dimensions of the designer as jester. Notably, there appears to be a general consensus amongst the informants that the designers sought to inspire new visions and change in two ways: a) by distancing innovation teams from recognized truths; and b) by diagnosing problem spaces and supporting reframing efforts using empirical evidence.

The empirical data shows that there are differences in the type of collaboration and benefits offered by the designer as jester depending on the phase and aims of the collaboration. However, similar elements and characteristics of the designers’ activity across all cases significantly influenced innovation processes.
Table 3. Overview of selected statements made by respondents from the three cases reflecting on the dimensions of the Jester.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privileged position</th>
<th>Frankness</th>
<th>Inducing change through creative activities and humor</th>
<th>Continuous reframing</th>
<th>Opening up space for new visions</th>
<th>Likability and good company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A <strong>“I could sense this gap in that first meeting.”</strong> “This was the message …: ‘Try it out. Just do it.’” (Head of marketing 1)</td>
<td>“Naïveté is not always so bad, really….How often would people reject things, if it was not for naïveté? People learn something from it … and they know more the next time.” (Designer)</td>
<td>“I was personally convinced that it was time to tackle [the innovation space]. But only after I had participated in the workshops did my employees realize that there might be a number of changes approaching us. And then I started to ask different questions.” (Museum director 2)</td>
<td>“For the first time, I realized how one can actually use [social media].” (Museum director 2)</td>
<td>“[The workshop] created a free space where one could reflect on things one would not reflect upon otherwise during the day…. And free space for me means disconnecting from the daily grind, disconnecting from how things have been done previously, disconnecting from ‘I know everything better, disconnecting from ‘there is only one way’.” (Museum director 1)</td>
<td>“Excited voice] We even used social media as part of the workshop activities: we did a live stream [with an expert] from … I don’t know where!” (Head of marketing 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“There were many terminology issues…. [I thought], ‘This is not going to work out.’”</strong> (Head of marketing 2)</td>
<td>“It became clear that … I learned something from it … and they know more the next time.” (Designer)</td>
<td>“We got to know so many case examples from practice that we would be able to create our own concepts. The case examples specifically showed me a way of dealing with social media....” (Museum director 2)</td>
<td>“The different languages were fascinating—you had the freaks that would bring up a new tool every time we met … and those who questioned everything all the time. I found it fascinating how they bound all these different languages together.” (Museums director 1)</td>
<td>“It was really something – the fact that my opinion was sought! After talking to the designer, I felt that my viewpoint was really important to her, and to the project… Especially when she came back to me after everything was finished to ask what I thought.” (Patient)</td>
<td>“I saw that the project included a lot of creativity and that [the designer] was really trying to relate to the people that were to be treated here.” (Head nurse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B “It became clear that … she [the designer] had experience in this field.” (Head nurse) “A patient was present. And the designer knew exactly what this meant….For me, her experience was really the key….And she got her foot in the door at that moment.” (Clinic director)</td>
<td>“I presented [the new feature] and I said, ‘Just try it out….’ I intended to write a report about it … telling the architect to consider these [insights] and consider spending a bit more money on these issues.” (Designer)</td>
<td>“After the designer visited the clinic last year, I started to rearrange my room … with what I had available.” (Patient)</td>
<td>“The wood, the material, everything was pleasant, and it looks beautiful. And here is what surprised me: introducing the new installation was really no problem.” (Head nurse)</td>
<td>“She really included everyone’s input … independent of their hierarchical rank…. I think this approach helped prevent any resistance to the project.” (Clinic director)</td>
<td>“It was really something – the fact that my opinion was sought! After talking to the designer, I felt that my viewpoint was really important to her, and to the project… Especially when she came back to me after everything was finished to ask what I thought.” (Patient)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“I think motivation number one [for my joining the project] was seeing the request for proposals for the project in a respected journal.”</strong> (Clinic director)</td>
<td>“I think motivation number one [for my joining the project] was seeing the request for proposals for the project in a respected journal.” (Clinic director)</td>
<td>“I measured lux level [in the clinic] and decibel levels created by the natural acoustics in the rooms…. And then I used the measurements on the floor plans … in the second presentation…. Physicians like empirical research — it’s good when you can validate your work with evidence.” (Designer)</td>
<td>“She really included everyone’s input … independent of their hierarchical rank…. I think this approach helped prevent any resistance to the project.” (Clinic director)</td>
<td>“It was really something – the fact that my opinion was sought! After talking to the designer, I felt that my viewpoint was really important to her, and to the project… Especially when she came back to me after everything was finished to ask what I thought.” (Patient)</td>
<td>“I saw that the project included a lot of creativity and that [the designer] was really trying to relate to the people that were to be treated here.” (Head nurse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C <strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
<td>“You learn to develop a filter about [the field] … and then you are able to say, ‘This is an interesting aspect — and this is not.’ You can pinpoint areas where the client has to be careful — and where there is interesting territory to explore.” (Designer)</td>
<td>“Deeper insights can be gained [from people that are foreign to the field] than from people native to the project. Even inviting biologists to such workshops would be nice.” (Designer)</td>
<td>“I received these comments from a participant via email: ‘To experiment with creative approaches … was not my type of thing … and since there was no opportunity to voice my opinion during the project I’m doing so here, now.” (CEO)</td>
<td>“Involving people that know very little [about the content] means that they don’t have tunnel vision. The interesting thing is that you don’t perceive of your own perception. This was more [generally] the effect of the experience of the workshop.” (CEO)</td>
<td>“It was really something – the fact that my opinion was sought! After talking to the designer, I felt that my viewpoint was really important to her, and to the project… Especially when she came back to me after everything was finished to ask what I thought.” (Patient)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
<td><strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
<td><strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
<td><strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
<td><strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
<td><strong>“We assumed that the moderator would know what [the project] was, beyond theoretical knowledge. And people realized that the moderator didn’t know [the fine details] in 30 seconds…. We could equally sense [the lack of understanding] in the discussion afterwards.”</strong> (CEO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** denotes a negative effect in respect to the Jester’s dimensions.
Discussion and Proposals

As we have shown, looking at collaborative design activity through the lens of the jester reveals a number of similarities between designer and court-sanctioned fool. While the jester draws upon his (or her) knowledge of human folly, and the designer uses tools and empirical examples, both tell stories that open up space for new ideas to form and present alternatives to existing situations. Their innocent yet clever acts of subversion have the effect of challenging the entrenched assumptions of those in power, and at the same time making change seem attractive and (perhaps) inevitable. Both must earn the respect of their employers/fellow collaborators—and the privileged status that accompanies it—through a combination of wit and skill.

In this section, we will address our original research question—“What can the lens of the jester teach us about the designer’s role in organizational innovation processes?”—by making and supporting three proposals. Each proposal is in line with the general consensus amongst the informants that the designer aims to induce change through the creation of distance, diagnosing problems, and ultimately putting the status quo into question—which demonstrates the plausibility of the designer as jester model.

Providing Novel Insights in a Compelling Way

Scholars Ezio Manzini and Eduardo Stazowski found that designers can make new ideas acceptable by basing them on empirical data. Our findings show that material used by designers to mirror an existing situation was often drawn from user-centered approaches—meaning that they used external viewpoints to illustrate a wider perspective of an organization’s current situation. Because design methods and tools are new to the majority of organizations, often designers must find creative ways to get collaborators on board with their approaches and the outcomes they generate. Mirroring a situation with the support of empirical data is different from enforcing a seemingly arbitrary point of view. The empirically-supported mirror reflects an undeniable “truth” of a given situation, and leads to insights that were not part of the decision making equation thus far. Stakeholders find themselves in new (yet relevant) territory, where they can see things from a different perspective, revisit their assumptions, and (eventually) consider new ideas.

During collaborative innovation activity, the designer as jester often identifies and reveals critical flaws in a situation that have yet to be examined, and also demonstrates the relevance of those flaws playfully and interactively. This becomes a goal in itself, rather than the means to an end, because illustrating—rather than merely pointing out—the flaws in an existing system can serve to make new ideas more palatable and thereby spur innovation efforts. The designer plays the role of an honest and skilled messenger who finds subtle ways to communicate a seemingly undeniable truth. Designers’ credibility—and hence their effectiveness—is at stake, however. As our findings reveal, the success of a design collaboration sometimes depends on how adept the designer is at weaving together relevant data, tools, and techniques during design activity. When expertly crafted and presented, fresh insights can inspire organizations to move in new and innovative directions. We suggest that the quality of a designer’s illustrations—in other words, how convincingly designers establish the relevance of contrasting or inspiring realities that come from beyond the four walls of the organization—is an additional criterion that can be used to assess the value offered by design to innovation projects, alongside workshop output. This leads to our first proposal:

Proposal 1: The more designers are able to present novel insights in a convincing way, the greater the acceptance they can create for new ideas in innovation processes.
Out of the three cases we chose to study, Case B (healthcare clinic) best exemplifies the effective use of compelling illustrations. The designer used a combination of convincing results from scientific studies and personal observations from practice to illustrate flaws in the existing system. This was combined with striking insights into the needs of people involved that emerged during co-design workshops. The participants highlighted the variety of different presentations as one reason that the new ideas received such positive feedback throughout the clinic. The opposite was true for Case C – participants complained that nothing new was generated during the activities with designers. What is more, collaborators felt the elaborate design methods were useless “experiments with creativity methods.” One explanation for this might be that there is often an established innovation culture at IT-startups, so the design activity the designer chose likely paled in comparison to methods already in use. Participants clearly felt that no value was added by the design collaboration. From this, we conclude that organizational contexts with experienced innovation teams can be demanding collaboration partners for designers, as they assess design activities in relation to their own innovation practices.

In Case A, the designer sought to elicit novel insights that were grounded in practical knowledge. Pioneers in the field were invited to participate, and collaborators learned about the latest practices. Further insights emerged during peer-to-peer exchange between workshop attendees and hands-on experimentation with new technologies. The organization saw the practical character of these activities as a positive aspect of the collaboration – getting up to speed with the technology and testing examples were of practical significance. This marriage of theory, empirical examples of the latest practices, and hands-on learning was itself a practical way to generate actionable insights. From this, we conclude that in innovation projects that involve new phenomena, enhancing peer-to-peer communication may increase the importance and practical significance of any insights that emerge. To enable organizations to reinterpret and revise old practices, conclusive practical evidence – both delivered by experts and gathered from collective hands-on experience – is an excellent anchor point. The role of the designer therefore includes maintaining an up-to-date, inspiring network.

Opening Up the Space for Novelty
The selected quotations demonstrate that free space for reflection was critical – in other words, providing more inspiring spaces supported consideration of new ideas and perspectives. A key design strategy that served to create such spaces was the designers’ reframing practice. They adopted new frames, which allowed collaborators to re-interpret the innovation space itself. Reframing was achieved through interconnecting existing situations with new ones and tying facts, experiences, or contexts together in new ways, thus providing a fuller picture and redirecting associations. Viewed through the lens of the jester, however, reframing serves yet another purpose, because providing a fuller picture also suggests distance from the prevailing worldview – a putting of things into perspective. The cases show that the designer as jester particularly creates what we call a temporary suspension of prevailing laws. Everyday principles are put on hold, so to speak. One of the museum directors from Case A described this effect tellingly as “helping us disconnect from the everyday.” This is different than redirecting existing associations, because it focuses on how participants perceive and then change their perceptions of the world around them.

Reframing is especially effective when speculative designs are introduced to support it. Critical design practices foreground neglected aspects, which in turn disrupts the customary understanding of an artifact. Also, in the light of ambiguous
presentations, and intriguing or deceiving performances, existing (personal or notional) constructs can become apparent, and participants may acknowledge them as what they are—conventions that are open to manipulation. Through the lens of the jester, the ambiguity of these artifacts also serves to open up the space for alternative visions. The value offered by design can therefore be assessed in terms of the level of openness created through eccentric presentations and references, rather than by evaluating the number and novelty of ideas that emerge. This leads to our second proposal:

**Proposal 2: The more effectively designers are able to employ ambiguous design artifacts and reframing as means of generating new meanings, the greater the openness of innovation workshop participants.**

The designer in Case C used a “disruptive” question-answer design game, which our interviewee clearly did not appreciate as it was compared to a useless creativity experiment. One explanation for this might be that it was introduced at an inappropriate stage of the innovation process. The concept idea had already been developed, but mixed feedback from testing required that the innovation team rethink their strategy. The activity did nothing to prevent team members from sticking with the principle elements of the solution. In addition to the activity taking place at the wrong time, it also appears to have taken place in the wrong setting—a conventional meeting room, which made it virtually impossible to create an inspiring atmosphere. Finally, only one external participant took part in the workshop.

The opposite effect was generated during Cases A and B. Each of their designers were highly valued as creating the necessary space for self-reflection and self-positioning. We conclude that including people “who don’t have tunnel vision”—who are able to see realities from beyond the four walls of the organization—does not always correspond to the needs of every stage of the innovation process. Even careful briefing and explicit definition of collaboration goals with experienced innovation teams do not prevent an organization from having a limited notion of what a design “collaboration” is, and what it means to engage with people with a different working approach. It is possible that organizations with established innovation cultures float design collaboration as kind of a test balloon for a better innovation approach. The collaboration is a kind of team “tryout” for the designer, who both needs to demonstrate his or her ability to disrupt and is virtually powerless to do so, especially during the later stages of innovation. This ambiguity needs to be further investigated.

Cases A and B instead emphasized the value of this type of open space for reflection during their respective innovation processes. The designers helped each organization get distance from their everyday perceptions by combining a variety of inspiring input and encounters with best practice examples. However, some participants found this marriage of creative input overpowering, and that it entailed the risk of everyone getting carried away. Case B focused on creating an out of the ordinary space by presenting exciting samples and propositions from co-design workshops. The participants emphasized how these activities were “well organized over a longer period of time” and how the designer was able to include experts irrespective of their rank. It was also interesting to see that enabling peer-to-peer exchanges encouraged self-reflection. Participants realized how the approaches and opinions of other members of the group contrasted with their own reality and ways of working. Here, the designer plays a role somewhere between an entertainer who provides inspiring, even disruptive new examples; a workshop facilitator able to engage people in participatory activities; and a project manager,
who ensures goal-oriented actions. The role of designer as facilitator of activities that offer the space for creativity has been widely discussed in design research literature, but there is not much research about what happens when these activities do not address the needs of a particular organization or stage of the innovation process. We conclude here that the designer’s role is associated with a multifaceted solution integrating different functions such as facilitating, inspiring, entertaining, and engaging. Designers are often entrusted with a wide variety of aspects that inform complex innovation processes. On top of any lack of knowledge about change processes and implementation skills, they are confronted with the challenge of creatively opening up the space for reflection and operating as a project manager and facilitator. Switching between these roles is a key characteristic of designers in innovation contexts. Although these challenges have been acknowledged elsewhere, they have not been discussed from the point of view of the jester, where the competent synthesis of these variables into one convincing performance constitutes the basis of success according to the findings of this study.

**Competence**

In every single case, the designer had to gain and maintain a position of privilege within the innovation team. We call this obtaining the jester’s license. The jester’s license bestows its holder with the privilege of freer speech—for example, to mock basic assumptions. As the statements made by the CEO of the health care clinic in Case B reveal, to even “get a foot in the door” the designer was implicitly expected to demonstrate specialized knowledge of the context as of the very first meeting. And the CEO we interviewed from case C emphasized the designer’s lack of specialized knowledge about the project as a major cause of his dissatisfaction. As for case B, the designer’s use of eccentric props, performance (of measurements), and references to scientific studies further supported his competence. It seems that “attracting the attention of those in power” was part of what got the designer into a privileged position in the hierarchical context of the clinic, while the out of the ordinary design game (in case C) contributed to a loss of credibility for the designer. The designer’s expertise was perceived as sub-standard and only minor practical improvements were inspired by the game. In both cases, involving people independent of their function or rank was critical for the assessment of designer’s innovation competence. In other words, when viewing designers’ activities through the lens of the jester model, a variety of different design activities together serve as means to convincingly demonstrate relevant innovation competence and thus secure the Jester’s license. Our third proposal is therefore

**Proposal 3:** The more designers are able to arrange each of the singular activities as part of an overall demonstration of innovation competence, the more likely they will get into a privileged position with freer speech allowing them to question basic assumptions.

**Conclusions**

Including designers as part of innovation projects has increasingly become the dominant strategy of organizations who realize they must adopt flexible and self-reflective ways of innovating. The antidote to stagnation is inviting in a complementary approach, yet this strategy does not have the benefit of data that demonstrates the practical influence and value of embracing design as a component of innovation.

The intention of this paper was to draw a parallel between key design approaches to innovation and the strategies employed by court jesters, both
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to illustrate the similarities between the two and discuss the consequences of
designers playing such a controversial role within the hierarchy of an organiza-
tion. We argued that jesters and designers share similar flexible and self-reflective
approaches in practice—for example by challenging dominant assumptions
through an alternative presentation of (known) facts.

We proposed a designer as jester model where the designer (specifically in
the context of innovation processes) and jester share certain rights, demonstrate
similar qualities, and deploy similar strategies. They both must earn and protect
their right to free speech. They must exhibit frankness and provocativeness. They
must have the capacity to induce change using creativity, humor, and wit—the
expertise of their professions. Both are constantly reframing existing situations,
and in doing so, seeking to open up the space for new ideas. Both use likeability
to create entente, and both are expected to demonstrate competence to establish
trust.

We found that designer’s ability to create a setting where different laws might
apply played an important role in their collaborators’ generation of novel perspec-
tives. Designers achieved this either by creating distance from the everyday, or by
interrupting (or attempting to disrupt) conventional thinking modes.

One essential strategy of the designer as jester, appears to be his or her ability
to demonstrate the inevitability by making novel ideas seem practically possible,
mirroring flaws and weaknesses in existing practices, and basing novel ideas on
insights from empirical data. Also, presenting valid and inspiring alternative solu-
tions appears to contribute to the perception that change is unavoidable. When
the designer focused on relevant topic issues, included existing expertise, and showed
honest interest and competence in the domain and innovation, the success rate of
this strategy dramatically improved, because the collaborators saw one another as
equals.

Our research opens the discussion on design practice as performance, where
designers behave in a particular way for innovation groups in order to be perceived
in a particular way—as creative professionals and collaboration experts. We invite
future studies to look into types of comic performance such as clowns, buffoons,
commedia dell’arte characters, burlesque, and so on, to increase our understanding
of design practice as performance.

The unique contribution we offer to the literature is that we look at how
design collaborators—designers and organizational stakeholders alike—experience
the designer in the role of the jester. We draw conclusions about how the designer
as jester shapes perceptions of the value the design brings to the innovation
process, and thereby influences the innovation process itself. The criteria used to
assess what design offers to innovation processes all too often focuses on creative
outputs.

The results from this study indicate that a user-centered approach—the
interest in truly accommodating another’s perspective and challenges—plays a
role in how successfully design practice operates in innovation contexts. Designers
might be seen as aliens from a different world (with opposing values) or as capti-
vating experts of creative principles for innovation. A designer has to display
knowledge and awareness of the situation at hand in order to get his or her foot in
the door. We conclude here that ignoring this shift—from service provider to loyal
and privileged member of an innovation team—will likely torpedo a designer’s
chances to effectively mirror situations and initiate change.